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Abstract  

Nowadays, software development for embedded systems is increasingly based on real-time operating systems. Despite the increasing 
complexity of such systems development, the undoubted advantages are the wide functionality of the developed software. As a result, 
inter-process communication appears in complex systems as interaction between number of processes. For the data exchange between 
processes using messages and queuing mechanism, semaphores, signals and mutexes to synchronize the processes. This paper presents the 
choice of real-time operating system and shows the program design for an embedded system based on the development board “GlobalLogic 
Embedded Starter Kit”. 
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1 Introduction 

The using of real-time operating systems in the software 
development for embedded systems significantly expands 
the range of tasks to be solved [1].  

Real-time operating systems are divided into two types: 
hard real-time systems and soft real-time systems. Hard 
real-time operating systems are systems that can provide the 
required execution time for a real-time task even in the worst 
cases. Soft real-time operating systems can provide the 
required execution time for a real-time task on average, with 
an acceptable deviation from the required one. A real-time 
operating system is often referred to as a system that can be 
used to solve hard real-time tasks [2, 3]. 

2 Overview 

When choosing a real-time operating system for embedded 
systems, there are many factors to consider that affect both 
the software development process and its functioning. 

Several of the most well-known real-time operating 
systems reviewed: uc/os, KeilRTX, FreeRTOS. 

Advantages of uc/os [4]: support for a large number of 
processors, advanced functionality, a large number of 
different libraries. Disadvantages: commercial, difficult to 
use. 

Benefits of KeilRTX [5]:  it is free, easily ported to 
ARM-based processors, it has the availability of different 
libraries. Disadvantages: it has limited functionality, 
supports only ARM-processors, it is not high speed. 

Advantages of FreeRTOS [6]: free, ported to a large 
number of processors, high functionality, the availability of 
different libraries, complete documentation. Disadvantages: 
difficult porting process to new processors. 

Among the real-time operating systems for embedded 
systems FreeRTOS plays a respectable role, it is 
characterized by its popularity and wide range of features, 

low memory footprint, open source, availability of detailed 
documentation. 

3 Decision 

When developing software for STM32 microcontrollers it is 
convenient to use the integrated development environment 
STM32CubeIDE that includes built-in support for the 
FreeRTOS real-time operating system. 

FreeRTOS including into a new project is showed on 
Figure 1.  

 
FIGURE 1 FreeRTOS support adding into a new project 

Then the necessary number of tasks (Figure 2), a 
messaging queue (Figure 3) and a semaphore for tasks 
synchronization are created (Figure 4). 

 
FIGURE 2 Task creating 
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FIGURE 3 Queue creation 

 

FIGURE 4 Semaphore creation 

Messages are added to the queue using the 
xQueueSend(xQueue, pvItem, xTicks) function, where: 
xQueue is the queue identifier, pvItem is a pointer to the 
message being transmitted, xTicks is waiting time for a 

placing message in the queue. Messages are received by the 
function xQueueReceive (xQueue, pvBuffer, xTicks), where 
xQueue is the queue identifier, pvBuffer is a pointer to the 
received message, xTicks is time to wait for a new message. 

To work with semaphore, the following functions are 
used: xSemaphoreTake (xSemaphore, xBlockTime) locks 
the semaphore, and xSemaphoreGive (xSemaphore) unlocks 
the semaphore, where: xSemaphore is the semaphore 
identifier, xBlockTime is time in ticks to wait for releasing 
the semaphore.  

As a result, a project with FreeRTOS was created, the 
necessary elements were added, functions for organizing the 
interaction of tasks are given. 

4 Conclusion 

The choice of operating system for the embedded system 
based on STM32 microcontroller is shown. The design of 
the program based on FreeRTOS operating system has been 
performed. Message queue and semaphore using were 
demonstrated. 
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